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ami what to reject, but this difference is the very
sign of life and sincerity. All men who think and
live arrive at conclusions which diverge. Just think
of religion. Yet do men cease to discuss and struggle
in the cause of religion?
It would be well for all teachers located in cities of
the third magnitude, and from that on to the hamlet,
to take some metropolitan paper, and follow its re¬
views of current events. In this way a vast amount
of incidental information may be acquired, and, what
is better, thought will be stimulated and directed.
The present writer, while he yet lived in a small city
of ten thousand inhabitants, followed precisely the
plan here recommended, and, although it gave him
many an hour of envious discontent, it did much
toward stimulating his ambition and keeping the fire
from smoldering in the sodden, discouraging, indiffer¬
ence-freighted atmosphere which he was compelled for
the time to breathe.
Yes, let us adopt the excellent advice of Schumann,
who told pianists to use every opportunity to play
accompaniments for singers, but not to believe every¬
thing which they said. So, let us say, eagerly embrace
every opportunity to follow musical discussions, but
do not swallow unquestioningly the remarks of any
critic, not even of the best.

heights of Parnassus. It is easy to read between the
lines the unconscious confession that the labor for
music was at least two-thirds of it, the worship of
self, the efflorescence of vanity.
•

*

*

In all the thousands of years in human history there
has been one Beethoven, only one; one Bach, only
one; one Wagner, only one. Of great performers and
interpreters there have been many more in proportion,
but if you leave out of the account the less-gifted,
but earnest, workers, in a hundred minor stations and
humbler degrees, there would be no art of music.
There are rare plants of the curious orchid variety for
which plant-fanciers have paid a thousand dollars.
Now grass, clover, and wheat are not so rare, not so
costly; but could we have a world without them?
No, little musician, moderate player, obscure com¬
poser,—cheer up, be glad. In the grass-blade, in the
clover-top, in the wheat-ear, also, is the mystic sap
and spirit of life. They, too, were made by God; they,
too, are the inheritors of the sun.

“PIANO-HANDS."
BT H. L. TEETZEL.

That oft-written and appalling modern word “tem¬
perament” is, like everything new, in danger of being
decidedly overworked. Since the foundation of the
world men have observed the existence in certain in¬
dividuals of a strange power of persuasion, of win¬
ning. of fascination, ami many names have been given
to it. according to the enlightenment or the ignorance
of the people among whom the observations have
been made.
In the fifteenth century, to carry on the most in¬
nocent or simple of experiments as to the nature of
metals and their behavior under the effect of heat

Many people seem to think that a certain type of
hand belongs to the professional pianist, whereas, as
a matter of fact, among twenty pianists yon will prob¬
ably find twenty different types of han<U—long, short,
thick, thin, fat, etc. All these different kinds of
hands will, however, be found to he able to do the
work required of them—they will be flexible as cloth
and strong as steel—finely developed muscular mac Hies, working with lightning swiftness and few
slips, seeming almost to possess a mind and intelli¬
gence of their own.
There is no general average type of hands, for piano

accent in French words.
Mascagni is pronounced
ilohs-kan’-yi, accent on second syllable.
L. B.—Piano-tuning can be taken up as a regular
study in the New England Conservatory of Music.
Boston, Mass. It can also be learned by serving an
apprenticeship in a piano-factory, although there arc
not many openings for the tyro in this direction.
H. J. S.—Gounod is pronounced Goo-noh, no special
accent on either syllable; Haydn, Hy'-dn, the last two
sounds being made by one motion of the tongue ;botu
being linguals), accent on first syllabic; Saint-SaeM.
San-Sahnz, first vowel short, no special accent; Moazkowski, hlos-koff’-ski, accent on second syllable.
Tsehaikowskv, Chi-koff-sky, accent on second syua e,
Berlioz, Bare-li-ohz, no special accent; Verdi, Tore- '•
short i, accent on first syllable.
A. E. S.—1. The phrase “movable do” refers to rightsinging primarily, and means that “do” is foun ®
the tonic of every key; it may be changed
times in a composition if extended modulation
place. “Immovable do,” oftener called “fixed do,
reference to the custom of calling C do, D
.1
etc., no matter what be the key. The “mo%a e
principle is used in all popular sight-singing me
2. The practice in playing embellishnients
greatly. A good authority on the subject is tn
on “Embellishments,” by Louis Arthur Bu=se ,
can he had from the publisher of The EtUD
A. W. S.—Kamennoi Ostrow is the name of a P°P*
lar Russian watering-place which Pub.1 ms...
visited. There is a set of pieces under this u > ^ ^
are supposed to represent various phases o
nainf
resort. The piece commonly known in
Kamennoi Ostrow is supposed to be a P® ■
music, of a German lady whom Rubinstein
M. M. S.—For a pupil who is careless
ing the signature of a piece in winch sn p
should say that there must be an imperfect
^^
of the scales, so that the pupil is not sure ' • ,
C or C-sharp key is to be struck, for
Liarlv i*
close and careful drill on the scales, pa
th?
writing them, as follows: Ask the pup11 -j
«ri"
signatures of the various keys; ask the p
writ?
scales corresponding to any key you tnny
%
down a signature and then have the puP’.
corresponding to that signature.
” n ” noints i®
form an invaluable aid in fixing troublesome pom
the mind.

us are happily no illusions—no puerile imaginings. In
this age of scientific achievement it may seem a wild
distortion of fact to say that we are still groping in
the dark for the solution of a problem seemingly so
simple. Nevertheless, a mass of unassailable evidence,
collected through all the decades of this century, un¬
erringly reveals how great a loss the art-world has
sustained. Artists and men of science have vainly
sought old documents which might reveal the cir¬
cumstances, system or accident, that enabled men of
a past century so greatly to bewilder a more en¬
lightened age. The Cremonese Sphinx refuses, how¬
ever, to divulge its peculiar secret. Every portion of
its lifeless anatomy has been thoroughly examined—
every square inch of wood has been measured and
tested with scientific nicety. Little wonder that to¬
day the man of science is disheartened. The very
varnish that meets his eye contains ingredients which
no chemist is able to discover.
It must not, therefore, be presumed that the study
of Cremonese art has been desultory or superficial.
Investigation has thus far been tenacious and pro¬
found. Fiddle-makers have been aided by scientific
knowledge and a great variety of data; and, though
zealously adhering to discovered principles of violin
construction, their achievements do not justify the
hepe of ultimate success. The fruit of a hundred
years of intelligent experiment is a long procession
of failures no less dismal than astounding; and these
hundred years have convincingly demonstrated the
fact that age alone will not provide what the scientist
long has sought in vain.
Innumerable theories, however, are the reward of
past endeavor. It has been hotly contested (and stiil
continues to be, for that matter) that, since every¬
thing possible has been accomplished in the direction
of imitating the physical form and workmanship of
the old fiddles, down to the minutest details of meas¬
urement of all their various parts, the secret must
necessarily be confined to the varnish, which, alas! no
human chemist can hope successfully to analyze.

at Andes, between Mantua and Cremona. Wholly in¬
significant in a world of material interests, the very
geographical situation of Cremona is not generally
known. It is situated in Lombardy, Austrian Italy,
about forty-five miles southeast from Milan. Its chief
manufactures are silks, cottons, porcelain, and chem¬
ical products; and it is said to contain many hand¬
some churches and palaces, and several fine picture
galleries.
In this quaint town, Andreas Amati, the lounder of
the family of great violin-makers, was bom. The date
of his birth has never been ascertained. Though
many imitations of his instruments are on the market,
few genuine specimens of his handicraft are in ex¬
istence, and little is known of the characteristics of
his art. For this reason, and because he was a less
skillful maker than his two sons, and never approached
the greatness of his grandson, Nicholas, his instru¬
ments, in the present day, are chiefly of antiquarian
interest. Perhaps the most famous instrument which
he made is the violoncello now known as the “King
Andreas Amati ’Cello.” This instrument is elaborately
decorated, and has a fine varnish of a golden-brown
color. It is supposed to have been presented to Charles
IX by Pope Pius.
Antonius and Hieronymus Amati, sons of Andreas,
generally made instruments of a small pattern. They
were happy in their selection of wood, and their
avonte varnish seems to have been a golden brown
tinged with red. Their work was usually characterized
by delicacy and refinement, and their instruments have
•a pure, sweet quality of tone, but seldom, if ever, suf¬
ficient power for the modem concert-hall
The greatest member of the Amati family, he who
chiefly claims our attention, is Nicholas Amati. This
superb artist was the son of Hieronymus, and was
bom December 3, 1596. Had we no evidence remain¬
ing of his exceptional abilities, he would yet be a
^t mtemsting figllre in the history of the violin;
for m his workshop the greatest of all violin-makem
Stradivan crad’ed his art. Where his father and

attractive music in existence. Etudes, and all other
forms of serious work, they regard with sullen dis¬
favor. The teacher that insists upon stem discipline
suffers early banishment—suffers the loss of bi3 pupils,
their esteem and—their money. I repeat, gentlemen,
that the great majority of our American pupils are
content and happy only when they are madly racing
through an artist's repertoire. Experience having con¬
clusively proved to me that this is an actual fact, I
constantly give my pupils new pieces, regardless o
any musical justification for doing so, and have the
gratification of knowing that I am greatly admired m
intelligent, aristocratic circles, and always able to
spend my summers in Europe like a gentleman o
wealth and leisure.”
“Yes,”—sighed another teacher whose meagre purs*
had never experienced gorging,—“yes, we men
foolishly imagine that Kreutzer, Fiorillo, and
ought to be an everlasting joy to the student—w*
the real sufferers, the patient martyrs to self
and persistent integrity. We are, presumab
gaged to give our pupils earnest attention an n»P~j
to them knowledge that lias been acquired un
strain of many sacrifices; but conscientious ms ^
tion is the very thing that seems least desired.
sooner we make up our minds to give our pnpi
^
they crave and not what we know to be
0[
struction, the sooner we shall all be in the P®9
^
our friend Air. S. who has just stated an un
truth with great clearness, leaving us to
while he goes to enjoy himself among the m°
of Switzerland.”
. OIOfcs“But,” said I, optimistically, “if
e'ntire_iS yr.
sion shared such views and acted upon them, ^ ^
S. frankly avows he does,—what would
really serious and gifted pupils! What, in
be our own musical end!
“Personally, I believe that, though the
ation calls for righteous indignation, our
such a matter should at least be influen
sense of honor. I am quite ready to rec

t gtn
oi!r
• ^

All this will occupy quite a long time, and you
change the chord as often as you think advisable to
keep up the interest. The general influence of this
practice will be to familiarize the pupil with the key¬
board and to give her facility with her fingers, and
in this respect by the time you have carried out all
the ferms 1 have mentioned above, which will take
at least twenty lessons and perhaps more, she will
he much more at home upon the keyboard than pupils
usually arc after twice as many lessons.
Meanwhile you have put her at work in some easy
Irook. such as the first book of the “Standard Graded
Studies,” and she goes on reading her lessons from
this, but learning her finger-board work by rote from
your teaching. To prevent her forgetting half of
what you assign her you might give her a written
memorandum of every lesson with the time you de¬
sire her to practice upon each form. Any good ele¬
mentary book will answer for this purpose; Landon’s
or the “Grade I”; I prefer ‘Grade I,” believing it
quite easy enough for most pupils. In fact, I think
some of this might be dispensed with.
In order to do this work well you ought to studv
it up carefully. I think you will find the old edition
of Mason's ‘'Pianoforte Technics'’ (published in 1876)
clearer in regard to the proper way of applying meter
to exercise forms and the ends to be worked for in
teaching them to children. But the plan above is
practically all there is of it. The exercise No. 6 in
“Touch and Technic” is practically a fourth-grade
exercise, and you cannot go on and administer it to
children at the beginning or anywhere npar the be¬
ginning. This is a ease where Dr. Mason took too
much for granted. I think, and carried condensation
too far.

“I notice that the Figure 6 B of Volume I gives the
position of the arm and wrist immediately after the
touch has been delivered. What I want to know is

more material than she can keep in mind from once
learning. The scale volume would come in the third
grade; and the fourth in the fourth grade. Mean¬
while, if the teacher knew her business, she would
have been using the material from the first and third
volumes from the very beginning. The two-finger
exercise should be kept up. The matters in the fourth
volume belong to more advanced playing, but even
there the pedal will have to be taught in the third
grade, at least the elementary uses of it, and very
likely in the second.
*

*

*

“Should a teacher be expected to teach Mason’s
'Touch and Technic’ without herself having had les¬
sons in it, and would it be advisable for her to try?
Please give some definite rule for applying the fourth
finger in the arpeggios.—F. D. W.”

" ould probably show her the need of some more del
nite idea of tone-production than those usually he
l>y teachers. If you will take the trouble to eo'mpa
the explanations of Mason’s arpeggios and the appl
cation of rhythm to exercises in the “Touch and Tee:
nic and in the old book. Mason’s “Pianoforte Tee:
mes.’ you will readily enough understand that pa
of the system. Then, if you will apply the arpegoi.
m your teaching of children, which you can easily <
from the book, you will very soon find out that it
a great discipliner of the fingers and of the mind ;
, The t^'o-finger exercises will give you a gre:
deal more trouble. But if you will attend careful'
to the digrams in Volume I and try the exerei*
carefully, „ot only in the five notes of the scale b,
al- in the chromatic scale and in the diminish,
chord, you will get most of the things right
T1
mam faihire will be in the treatment of the wris
»h.ch is still not so clearly defined as it should h
To have the wnst well braced in order to produce
tone and to have ,t come entirely limp the verv i:

“Having heard and read so much about the clavier
method I w ould like to ask some questions concerning
it. Do you think as good a technic can be acquired
without its use as with it? Where so much attention
is paid to technic would it not tend to make ones
playing mechanical? Can you tell me if Paderewski.
Rosenthal, or any other of the great pianists use it
Is it taught by Dr. William Mason or by Leschetit
sky ?— B. T.”
All the great systems of technic now before the
public have been developed without the use of tbe
clavier. I believe that Paderewski used it in his Pn
vate-car while on his travels, to some extent. Bat
then Paderewski pounded very badly during h'5 *a5t
trip, and his tone was universally noticed as bcin^
less musical than formerly. I do not know whet ier
Rosenthal uses it. Very likely he may. Dr. Mason
once recommended it to oblige a friend, but later on
he gave it up, and I believe makes no use of it a
has for several years. Leschetitsky, I think,
abhor it, for tone is one of his hobbies. The uis*r'*
meat is admirably calculated to develop even
and power, but always, also, monotony of touch *
a dr_v and unsympathetic quality of tone. ^oreo ^
the clavier technic is incompatible with Schuma^
and I have never heard any sympathetic playHG
ever formed by its use.
The poet Carpani once asked his friend Hay
musician: “How’ does it happen that your c ^
music is almost always of an animated, chee
even gay description?”
, .
“I cannot make it otherw ise,” answered ay ^ ^
write according to the thought which I lee.
^
I think upon God my heart is so
0!" i0' *
notes dance and leap, as it were, from my
since God has given me a cheerful heart. >easily forgiven me that I serve him "Bh *
spirit.”

^

keep the pictures together in an album by pasting
them by one little corner of the picture, you can
easily refer to any required one by making an index.
This would give a pleasing diversion and the book
would be of permanent interest in awakening the
pupil's mind in the line of musical biography and
hL-tory.
The shorter paragraphs—r.p., those not indicated in
the table of contents or index of the journal—may
also be cut out. The best way to keep them is in
envelopes.
Mark the envelopes "Anecdotes,” “Biography,” "History,” “Organ,” “Piano,” “Teaching,”
“Voice,” and you w ill have practically a card cata¬
logue and the nucleus of a handy reference-library.
• • ft
It Is an agreeable and stimulating occupation to get
out back numbers and glance over page after page.
Many an article that did not interest us at the first
hurried reading will attract us now. The idea will
take root and germinate into something that will add
to our resourees as men and teachers. Perhaps the
problem it presents had never come to us until re¬
cently and its solution may be just what we need
for its future recurrence.
Most of -the problems brought up in these period¬
icals are suggested by current tendencies and diffi¬
culties. and they are presented by writers whose ex¬
perience helps them to properly estimate and use these
tendencies. The variety of material itself, as it comes
before ns in this review, helps to widen our outlook
toward the many allied interests that have a vital
connection with musical theory and practice.
Very few of us hare gotten into a good habit of
classifying the material we have right at hand. In
the course of conversation with pupil or friend some
point about Rnbinstein, for example, comes np. You
know you read such and such things in a journal
article. How long ago! Which journal! You would
like to refer to it, but the process of finding and the

thoughtful student knows the value of such a rumi¬
nating and culling habit as a means of stimulating
the intellectual faculty of comparison. We read a
pregnant sentence and instinctively it calls up other
cognate subjects and suggestions. It correlates the
facts already held in the memory. It puts an im¬
portant, hut isolated, fact in its proper bearing upon
principles and tendencies. It rounds out our con¬
sciousness of any particular phase cf a subject.
*

*

*

This is a good time to take account of stock in other
lines. We easily drift into the habit of using a cer¬
tain set of pieces, even from the classics, to the neg¬
lect of others of equal merit A happy feature of
modern editions of Beethoven sonatas, for example, in
book form, is the thematic index at the beginning of
the volume, which helps to locate the particular
sonata, we want A glance at this index will often
bring back to our notice things we Lave forgotten in
the rush of the busy season. It helps to keep up our
acquaintance with the opus numbers of the more fa¬
mous compositions, a thing we cannot neglect or forget.
W hat a relief .t affords to take sueh a book away
from the p.ano and the studio surroundings and leaf
H over
we «ould a ^ of
Hpre ^
JTiv
'Tl
‘hat Padpre"ski Play* with sueh
el .ty smoothness.
Something of the original es¬
thete pleasure comes to us as we recall it.

And this

LTnretV^^T “ reP°,ishin" °f
of
t rpretation. It .s an appeal to the fancy and imJ anvT
T.
jnst as Rightful in its flavor
as any 9ummer reading.
People often mistake mere technical

proficiency

scheme whereby permanent profit may be reaped from
a properly-spent vacation. It is naturally to be taken
into account that, as each member of the immense
body of music teachers works his plant on a basis
different from that of his neighbor, so each one will
have different holes to repair and differed rivets to
tighten in his own machinery. But some general
overhauling, such as the following, will be applicable
to all:
First, then, a teacher will naturally require some
time to recuperate himself for the many days on
which he had no chance for practicing. No greater
fallacy can exist among instrumentalists than this;
because they do not aspire to be soloists, it is un'
necessary for them to give much personal attention

to their instrument.
It is not too much to expect that a teacher shall 1*
able to illustrate practically how any musical thought
ought to be brought out. It is a good plan, duriiv
each vacation, to review the principal masterpie1’**
of the great composers; especially to take the forty
eight preludes and fugues of Bach, the sonatas
Beethoven, and the etudes of Chopin in their
A renewed bowing acquaintance with our n = ^
friends, harmony and counterpoint, will not remai
unacknowledged.
One of the most interesting side-studies

^

accomplished musician can enjoy is the pe
orchestral scores. The modem ones, it is
^
often inaccessible; but quite a number of the
works are published at a moderate figure.
quartets in score are also of service in this r
The study of a few such p.'eces will be repa> • . ^
creased facility in reading as well as by the new

thrown upon the music itself.
- ht be deA small portion of onr long leisure mir‘
^
voted to the art of transposing. This i=>
^ |C
by the best teachers in their finger exercises;^
the artist.

things constitute

accompanist and also to an organist it is
which dare not he neglected.

can perseverance be expected? In a sense, art is, in¬
deed, an endless study, but at the same time there
are but three ways of fingering scales with the left
hand, and but two with the right. It cannot fail to
encourage a beginner to know this from the start.
Ever}- subject when taken up should be treated in
general first and in particular afterward. Study the
map of South America before opening the directory of
Valparaiso.
Let us suppose that a pupil has arrived at that
stage of progress where the subject of expression needs
to be taken up seriously. Heretofore a large amount
of time has been devoted to mechanics and to acquir¬
ing a foundational legato touch. His playing, it may
be inferred, is correct, rhythmical, and agreeable as
to tone, but at the same time overmonotonous. Be¬
fore insisting upon a ritardando here and an accele¬
rando there, treat at some length the subject of ex¬
pression itself. To illustrate, let me do so here.
A tone has but four things which may be perti¬
nently said of it; at least anything that may be said
must refer to one of four characteristics: pitch,
power, duration, or quality. It is by varying these
in one or several simultaneous tones that a composer
is enabled to express a musical idea. It is by varying
them, also, within certain limits, that the executant is
enabled to reproduce the composer’s meaning, to
transmit it to his auditors, and to lend to it a particu¬
lar meaning of his own.
The limits just spoken of which are imposed upon
the executant are most sharply drawn around the
element of pitch. The printed notes stand definitely
and exactly for that, as they stand definitely and
exactly for nothing else.
The duration is also expressed by the notes, but
here latitude is allowed, both as regards relative dura¬
tion and actual. Even metronomic marks are to
be followed approximately only, for the element of
rubato (reciprocal ritardandos and accelerar.dos)
makes a slavish adherence to any tempo impossible.

mount purpose of getting at the heart of the master¬
pieces. Precious hours may easily be frittered away
in the laborious wrestle with things which with the
help of a little imagination and a little concession to
the modern view of education will get themselves
done.
The writer of this article remembers an elaborate
system of counting in which perhaps eight or a dozen
subordinate beats were added to each beat of a meas¬
ure, in the painful attempt to get some depraved mite
of a note in just its precise place. Huge and prepos¬
terous machinery for the grinding of so insignificant
a grist! Rather keep the sanity of the pupil and sac¬
rifice the note! This is, of course, swinging to the
other extreme. The pupil should really win an acute
sense of the precise value of each note in its place.
But the hint of the new education is that he should
not calculate, but feel, it. Quit calculating and feel
he must sooner or later; the contention is that he
may feel from the beginning and dodge the deadening
business of calculation.
To illustrate: the dotted note is the real bete noir.
Now the child knows “America,” which has a dotted
note in the second measure, and can sing it correctly.
That is, he really knows the effect of the dot; then
lead him to generalize and feel similar passages as he
does that Suppose he should never need to count
that or a similar measure; so much clear gain for
the counting is quite extraneous business; it serves
to block out the measure, nothing more; it insinuates
that the measure is, as it were, a complete thing in
itself, while the design of the bar is merelv to indi¬
rate the principal pulsations, and it does not always
do even that The mental distraction of counting and
the mechanical habit induced are, perhaps, its most
serious discount, but there are-these objections from
the point of view of art, also.
Rhythm next concerns itself with the natural ac¬
cent mainly indicated by the barline. Here is a
wn toc^HC’h ^CTCrS
ECTCfany Ia? themselves
open to criticism. It would be interesting to find out

on the pretensions of a person of technic. And it is
too intimate a part of the very heart of a masterpiece
to yield its secret to any but the sincerest and the
truly imaginative. All this furnishes the reason why
the study of it, the effort to appreciate and interpret
it, should be a prime feature of education from the
beginning. It is a thing to grow to rather than to ac¬
quire. One would readily believe it to be outside the
reach of acquisition, a faculty of that subconscious
self which so constantly eludes analysis and explana¬

tion.
However that may be, the impressionable years
should be as liberally supplied as possible with illus¬
trations of the finest artistic quality. The pupil never
needs to hear consummate playing so much as then,
when he receives impressions through every pore of
his body. And the evidence is that it is rhythm in
its various features which needs the clearest and ful
est exemplification. This, in fact, opens up another
field of the deepest interest to the lover of music an
education in music. Late researches in psycho ogy
are throwing a flood of light upon the whole range
mental development, and incidentally lighting np
many an obscure fact touching the musical gift 10 ^
its evolution. Here we can only repeat that re^
musical education begins in infancy, and t a
methods of education must be severely reconstruc
to take advantage of that period, and that
period, of adolescence, when the mind really S313*
most valuable, we may fairly say its most momen
furnishing.—Nerc England Conservatory HugaAccording to a New York correspondent, at
hearsal recently somebody enthusiastically sai

tor Herbert, referring to his new opera: ^
“This is the best music you ever made.
0
the large and amiable composer replied:
^
“f do hope my music is not made, like eoa ^ ^
sausage, and dough-nuts.

I want to have it

tial that people will think I dream itis born, not made.”

know, but ho reveals undreamed of beauties; he
■takes it speak; it stirs hidden emotions in your
breast; and sometimes you fail to recognize it as the
tiling of eighth and sixteenth notes that you have
practiced. Think you he found it easy to play it that
way, or that he learned it without practice!
in a European conservatory there are many brilliant
players who execute concertos of lieethoven and
Chopin as though it was no great thing to do. But
one day a hitherto-unnoticed student—it may be a
pale young man, or a slender, delicate girl—electrifies
the faculty and the other students by a rendering of
one of these concertos that far surpasses anything
previously heard,—execution faultless and conception
ideal. After the first surprise is over, you may hear
whispers like these: “I never thought he had any¬
thing in him.” “No! I never before heard him play
anything to the end.” “Yes! but did you ever hear
hi—• practice; eternally goirg over the same thing! I
thought him a foot” “Certain it is no one here can
touch him. Who would have thought it?”
All students practice, but not all practice in the
same way. The honor falls to the one who works
slowly and carefully, doing no cuperficial work, and
who is willing to wait months, if need be, before
even attempting to play the piece, as a whole, to hear
how it sounds. It often turns out that the genius is
the one who knows how to work most patiently.
To the many who have not a satisfactory method
of practice the following suggestions are offered:
First decide how much time you will give to the piece
to be learned,—one hour each day, perhaps. Begin
by playing two or four measures, and repeat them
ten times. Observe, in the first three or four repeti¬
tions, that the notes, rests and fingering are properly
played. Next analyze and memorize the passage_on
what chord is the bass founded; is the right hand
part founded on a chord, a chromatic, or a diatonic
scale, or is it a moving figure; is it in one phrase, or
in several! Try to recognize snd to remember the

passages must be taken at an easy rate of speed and
without a metronome. If technical perfection has
been aimed at, and in a measure acquired, the player
must now begin to listen to himself and criticise him¬
self. He must practice only one phrase at a time,
whether it be a long one or one of only two notes;
he must criticize and improve the quality of his tone;
he must seek different methods of delivery; he must
play the same passage both fortissimo and pianissimo,
the one to gain certainty and the other to gain liglituess. And so he goes on week after week polishing
and finishing each phrase, playing it sometimes with
one aim and sometimes with another; sometimes for
technical perfection only and sometimes to listen to
what it has to say. This is the way a sculptor would
finish off a statue. He chisels a fine line here and
alters the expression; a few more strokes of the chisel
and the marble springs into life.
When one practices slowly and carefully in this
way, trying to perfect each phrase and passage in a
technical way, an interpretation is often revealed to
him. It is by trying a passage in different ways that
one tmds it is saying something, and a story is reYMlwi

J

In practicing after this method, all cadenzas .
ornamental passages should be taken by themselv,
and practiced rhythmically as exercises, and in sever
degrees of speed. It may be necessary to play the
many more times than other portions of the pieee
All persons following these suggestions will fir
o her ldea come to them, and may be able, by mea,
wil
it y-°UA aSy5tematic PIan °f Practice th;
her th f
? rm
^ StUdies But let hi"> remer
W that out of imperfect practice he cannot bring
perfect piece.
6

ranged for charitable purposes of every kind. The
fact that a musician is so often expected at a social
function to entertain the crowd for the price of a eup
of tea or a lunch, the hostess being shocked beyond
remedy if a polite refusal is offered, leads a writer to
ask:
“Why are not doctors asked to bring their medi¬
cines that they may diagnose and prescribe, in case
the hostess or some guest should need medical treat¬
ment, in consideration for the hospitality extended to
them? Why not discuss jurisprudence at these same
social functions and thereby save the expense of legal
advice? Why not ask a painter to bring his palette
and brushes to adorn a canvas, furnished by tie
hc-rtess to each guest as a souvenir of the occasion.
—Music Trade Review.
The annexed highly interesting and humorous note
was prefixed by Mozart to the presentation copy of h>5
“Six Quartets’" (opus 10), sent to Haydn in September,

1785:
To MY DEAR FRIEND HAYDN:
A father, resolved on sending his sons out 'n*° *
world, thought it his duty to confide them to the
custody of a famous man of the time, who was a^
by good fortune his intimate friend. Here, m
manner, great artist and my sure guide and pro
are my six sons! They are, to speak the
fruits of long and painful labor; it is my one
^
hope that this labor may be recompensed, and
these offspring will one day be of some consolation
me. You yourself, my dear friend, have evinced
approbation of them. Deign, then, to
kindly, and be to them a father, a guide, and a
Is an honest musician to be tormented with

it.
Said the--teacher:A
1 IN
know how
money, hut I have none to spend.” Only wh;
Play or explain to others do we know.

as I have been to-day, and am so often
Verily, no art is so damnably abused as t
glorious, holy Musiea, who, in her delicate
so easily desecrated.—Hyperion.

-g

All the day long. He is weary now.
Sleep thee, dearest boy of mine!
I will cradle thee, I will watch thee.
Sleep and dream thou, dear, my boy!
These lines seem to indicate a transition from wifely
love to maternal love in the affection of Solveig, with
the advent of age. The moral of the drama, not a very
ethical one, but one which has possessed the minds of
many devoted women since the world began, appears
to be that in love alone is salvation. Whatever the
errors and sins and follies of the man, he is won at
last, and saved even at the eleventh hour, by the faith,
the hope, and the love of one devoted woman.
[Ed. Note: Through a misunderstanding a portion
of the above analysis by Mr. Perry from the "Greig
Program Rook of the Derthick Musical Literary
Clubs” has already appeared in The Etude, w ithout
credit being given to the author and without his
knowledge. In fairness, and at Mr. Perry’s request,
we print it here complete under his signature.]

A Famous Puma-donna.— Is the glamour gone
from the great names in song? Are they to be flouted
at with skeptical questionings—those splendid repu¬
tations of the past? “Jenny Lind! Ugh! I do not
believe she sang any better than the best singers of
to-day.
Pasta, Alboni, Lahlache, and Lind—they
were so celebrated because there were fewer singers in
their day.”
Wait, oh, impatient one, so full of pride in the
world's pushing and striving and machine-making!
1 have a tiny vase of the commonest pottery. It is
four thousand years old, and it was made upon just
such a wheel as as used to-day and from no better clay
than is used in our plainest “stoneware,” yet its sur¬
face shows iridescence that cannot be reproduced
now in such material. There are ‘lost arts.” There
are other arts that have made no actual progress in
centuries. The art of singing is one of these last

year, at his second appearance in Paris, that I mus¬
tered up the courage to make myself known to him.
The iee was soon broken. 1 won his friendship at
once by reading off at sight on the piano the orchestral
score of his “Ocean Symphony.” I played quite well
then, and, besides, his symphonic music, sketched in
bold outlines and illumined in dull tints, was not ex¬
tremely difficult for sight-reading.
From that day on, our friendship was sealed by a
bond of mutual affection; the evident sineeritv of my
admiration touched him. Meeting together frequeutlv,
we played many duos for four hands; sometimes
roughly handling the piano which served us as a
battlefield, without pity for the ears of our listeners.
Those were happy days! We musiealized fervently
and never wearied, simply because of our love for it.
I was delighted and enchanted to meet with a true
artist—an artist in every sense of the word—and one
exempt from all narrowness or meanness of spirit,
which sometimes is an unfortunate characteristic of
genius.
Rubinstein came to Paris each winter, liis success
constantly increasing and our friendship becoming
more and more intimate. One season he asked me to
take the leadership of the orchestra for the concerts
he was going to give. At that time I had done but
little conducting, and I naturally hesitated to under¬
take the task. However, I accepted, and it was in
these eight concerts that I received my training as an
orchestral leader.
He brought to the rehearsal manuscript scores,
badly scribbled, full of erasures, cuts, and alterations
of every conceivable sort. Never was I able to obtain
the music in advance. It was so amusing, he said to
see me wrestling with these difficulties! Also, while
he was playing, he never concerned himself about the
orchestra accompanying him. It was necessary to

instrument under his fingers, across that sea of sound!
A lightning flash across a stormy sky can alone give
the idea. And wliat an art of making the piano singBy what magic did those velvety sounds possess in¬
finite duration, which they neither do nor can hare

under the fingers of others?
His personality dominated at all times. Whether
he played Mozart, Chopin, Beethoven, or Schumann,
it was always Rubinstein. For this he can neither be
praised nor blamed, for be could not do other.' «The lava from a volcano docs not, like the river-eur
rent, flow obediently and submissively between the
banks.
Rubinstein died confident of the future, persuaded
that time would assign to him his proper niche
the immortals in the realm of music.

The su

generations, having lost the remembrance of the

perhaps than ours to appreciate this mass of "or
so diverse, but yet marked with the same
the product of a mighty mind.

Such abundance, s

breadth of lines, such grandeur of conception, 13
to be found on every street-corner; and when

e

for excessive modulation shall be over, when oue^ ^

w eary of kaleidoscopic effects and complin* 10 33 ^
form, who can say that we shall not rejoice aga

^

hear

M

the

“Ocean

Symphony,”

with

it-3

.

vigorating breezes and its surging billows gb,
those of the pacific?
After

wandering

at

random

through

grow th of the virgin forest, after inhaling
ration

the

perfumes

of

°

tropical flora, "

but that we shall delight to open our Kings

(Paris,

1900).

^ £e

^

pure air of the steppe and repose our eyes
boundless horizon?

Those who live shall see-

In the meanwhile, I have sought to ""'jTe honor
to the great artist, whose friend I have hai
and fortune to be, and to whom I am f°reVer

’From “Portraits et Souvenirs”
Translated by Harold Bond Nason.

®

dering and triumphant pianist, will be better

for the affectionate sympathy and the intense
joys that he has given me.
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regard of the hygienic point of the question of practice.
Three or more continuous hours a day at the piano
means a severe draft upon the vital force that might
not be felt at all if the time was divided into sections.
Besides the work would be many times more satisfac¬
tory. Constant muscular strain and unhygienic pos¬
ing caused by weariness has an effect not only upon
health, but causes mechanical players, for how can
soul and mentality be at their best with an aching
body?
All that has been said of the piano applies with
equal force to the violin. Indeed, the bodily poise is
even more cramped and the strain on the nervous
vitality just as grent. Urge your pupils to practice,
but let them take it easily. Remember that monotony
and a tired physical condition can never bring satis¬
factory results from a keyboard, and that common
sense in so far as the hygienic conditions of practice
are concerned will make your pupil a better scholar
in the end, and heuce a better advertisement for your¬
self.
• • •

GRADUATES’ RECITALS.
W. J. BAI.TZELL.

The graduating recitals afford the teacher an excel¬
lent opportunity to show to the public the kind of
work he is doing in his studio, for. as has often lieen
said; “A teacher's best advertisement is his pupil’s
work.” Some have held up to ridicule this custom of
"graduation,” but we think there are points in its
favor. It is rather a drawback than an advantage to
a teacher not to have a regular and systematic course
of study which pupils may begin and complete; the
finishing of such a course is legitimately an occasion
for pleasure and a public demonstration of the nature
of the work accomplished. This can be done by a
private teacher just as well as by one who is employed
in a school or conservatory. It is the teacher's duty
to see to it that the pupil takes a sensible view of the
matter, and does not take up the notion that he has

culty and play it at sight. Not all musicians are
equally gifted in this direction, and must therefore
resort to practice to enable them to play for their
pupils. During the second year of teaching, add ten
more, and so on, and in time the list will have grown
to surprising dimensions. By constant repetition the
pieces will have become so familiar to one's fingers
that practice is no longer necessary. One of the
reasons w hy teachers do not play for their pupils can
be traced to indolence, although various excuses are
given to account for the fact. The habit of playing
for one's pupils grows upon one just the same as* the
habit of indolence grows stronger in the course of
time. Perseverance should be exercised in playing for
the pupil as well as in building up a teaching reper¬
toire.
*

*

*

THE RHYME OF MUSIC.

the same material.

Thus will he naturally acquire

the ability to tell what results can be obtained from
everyone, much like a doctor knows the prospective
effects of his medicinal doses.
Whatever is acknowledged old, standard, and good
to-day was new and unknown at some time past
Progress is never ending.

Therefore teachers must

make it a habit to acquaint themselves with new
works.

There may be sonic among them that will be

considered standard at some future time.

material, yet never cease reaching out into the “new,
acquainting one’s self with it, and adopt it, if it proves
better than what one has been using.

He who rests

is apt to rust.
*

*

*

THE TYPE OF MAN WHOM AMERICA

F. 8. LAW.

NEEDS.

Music, no less than poetry, has its lines—in othei
words, phrases—and riiymes, hut the character o
musical notation does not admit of their appearing s(
definitely. They are more a matter of feeling Thai
of exact notation. In reading a poem its politica
structure is seen at a glance; its rhymes and allitera
tions are as clear to the eye as they are to the ea
in reading it aloud. The lack of such a scheme in the
notation of music renders it difficult to discern thi
form of a musical composition to any but a practice!
eye. let it is upon the comprehension of form tha
its intelligibility depends.

J. S. VAN CLEVE.

Musical rhyme differs from poetical rhvme in cor
responding to allitcration.-l.e., it occurs* at the be
ginning of the phrase, and not at the end. One goe
from the familiar to the unfamiliar. Take any simp!
melody the simpler the more perceptible will be it
rhymes, e.g.. “Yankee Doodle." This consists of tw,
four-measure phrases followed by four two-measur
phrases. The first measures of the two long phrase
rhyme exactly, and the same rhyme occurs in th

One should

have a good footing on the “old” standard teaching

The other day a gentleman called upon me, intro¬
duced himself, and said that he desired to hear me
play something, and to talk music a few minutes. I
took it for granted that he must be a young profesional wanting a recommendation or a prospective
student wishing advice. Imagine my delighted amaze¬
ment w hen I learned that lie was a business man,
that his chief recreation and solace is to attend mnsi
eal performances, and, most wonderful of all, pi*1'*"
recitals. Here I found the very type of man
America needs if she is to grow into a really musi
nation in the same way that she has grown into
land of political freedom and power, a land of in e
leetual strength and enlightenment, a land of ®or^
and religious progressiveness. Every true l°ver
music and. in particular, every professional mu ^
ought to help create a large hearing class, a class w
are content to get their support out of other occupa¬
tions. yet are willing to study, enjoy, and foster m
and her votaries.

day. Three subjects—respectively, representing “Faire
Wether,” “Lightning,” and “Thunder”—alternate in
such wise as to give no fewer than thirteen changes of
weather, presumably a type of an English day, though
it is gratifying to note that it ends with a passage
w hich indicates “a cleare day.” Another obscure com¬
poser, Sampieri by name, is now only known by his
descriptive pieces. One of them bears the comprehen¬
sive title of “A Novel, Sublime, and Celestial Piece of
Music called Night; Eivided into Five Parts, viz.:
Evening. Midnight, Aurora, Daylight, and The Rising
of the Sun.” Such compositions were at one time
greatly in vogue. They naturally abound in bird¬
calls and in imitations of lightning and thunder,
which are still heard in storm pieces, some by emi¬
nent composers; ride, Beethoven's “Pastoral Sym¬
phony” and Rossini’s overture to “William Tell.”
Beethoven, by the way, brings in the thunder before
the lightning, an amusing blunder, which is not often
noticed, since the two effects occur very close to¬
gether. Such devices, however, are purely imitative;
they deal with the external only, and belong to a
stage of the art now, for the most port, left behind.
In Haydn’s music we find the joy of nature as it
thrills the heart, gushing forth fresh and spontaneous
like the waters of a mountain-spring. Haydn lived
for thirty years at Eisenstadt, the romantic countryseat of the princes of Esterhazy, whom he served as
capellmeistcr. Passionately fond of fishing and hunt¬
ing, he lived close to nature's heart; the reflex of
sylvan pleasures rippled from his pen in such tones
as had not yet been heard in music. The note of un¬
rest and doubt seems never to have disturbed his
spirit. When in “The Creation” we listen to the
charming melody of “With Verdure Clad,” or hear
the sparkling notes of Eve's “Dew-dropping Morn,”
we can almost see the Hungarian plains in the coo!
freshness of early morn as they must often have
greeted his “ravished sense.” And not only his ora¬
torios, but his symphonies and quartets, as well, show

largely drawn from nature. Supplied with a note¬
book in which to jot down musical thoughts, he
sallied forth on his daily wralk, which was never
omitted, no matter what the weather might be. Most
of his greatest works were conceived out-of-doors, as
is proved by the remarkable collection of note-books
which was found among his effects after his death.
He once said to a friend that Le never composed with¬
out having a definite picture in his mind, but he wrote
very little so-called program music. The “Pastoral
Symphony” was composed according to a defined pro¬
gram, but he stated his intention as being “more an
expression of emotions than as portraiture.”
He w as once asked the meaning of the enigmatical
“Sonata in D-minor,” opus 31, No. 2. He answered:
“Read Shakespeare's ‘Tempest’ ” With this in mind
it ceases to he an enigma. The opening adagio phrase
is clearly Prospero's magic wand which, raising the
storm, is heard ever and anon amid the elemental
some critics are evidently Miranda’s pleadings for t]
shipwrecked crew. The idyllic adagio, with its u
mistakable dialogue form, pictures Ferdinand’s wo
ing, while the whirling, ecstatic finale can be noi
other than that most lovable of Shakespeare’s sprit,
the tricksy Ariel.
Mendelssohn said that since Beethoven had taki
the step which he did in the “Pastoral Symphony
everyone was at liberty to follow, and his own mus
shows that he followed to good purpose. Sensiti
and impressionable to a degree, he was strongly ,
fected by the sub’ime and beautiful in nature.'
one of his letters he says, speaking of the Swiss Alp
I do believe that snch are the thoughts of God Hi!
self. Those who do not know- Him may heTe find Hi
and the nature which He has created brought befo
their eyes.” And agai>: “To me the finest thin*
nature is, and always will be, the sea. I love it r
most more than the sky. I always feel happy wh,
I see before me the wide expanse of waters ” Of th

sojourns at ZSlesk, in Hungary, the country-seat o
Count Esterhazy, where he went as resident teache
to the count’s children, is shown by the Hungarian
color of a number of his piano pieces and the andante

of his great symphony in C.
More fortunate than Schubert, Schumanns circum¬
stances allowed freedom of movement, change of scene
and travel. Wre know by his letters written from
Switzerland and Italy how keen and lasting were hi
impressions of natural beauty. The most subjective
of musicians, however, these impressions were trans¬
muted in the alembic of a moody and introspectiv

temperament into terms of personality. Only in a ^
of his works can we find their direct influence, on

then, generally, in those of small form; e-9->
“Forest Scenes,” “Fantasiestiicke,” etc. The only ex
ception is his first symphony in B-flat, written in th
brightest period of his life, and which he had intende
calling “A Spring Symphony.” It breathes the vey
spirit of buoyant joyous spring; he had provided t.e
different movements with titles, such as Spring
Awakening,” “Spring’s Farewell,” etc. He afterw "
concluded that such titles were misleading and t e
were omitted in the published copy. His
lie declared, were romantic stories told in tone,
he gave no cine to their meaning, though in tlie
and rather involved one in F-sharp minor unmiable woodland notes can be detected, and the <frea
“Voice from the Distance” might well stand for

voice of nature herself.
. ^
Perhaps no musician has ever illustrated the in

ence of nature upon his art to such an
j
Weber. His musical organization was such
was peculiarly susceptible to visual and auditoU^
pressions.
He himself has recorded bow ex
scenes called up pictures in tone to his irna§“®
A hill, a valley, a waving field of grain,
him as a melody to which any accidental soun
nished accompanying harmonies. Thus, !l "a ,
drive was fixed in his mind and remenibere

^

1 say “no.”

Why should I say “yes,” when I have

never take a lesson on that instrument;

fully, as I thought it might be possible she would

and why

strike the right hand first;

should unyone pretend to teach the reed organ with¬

came in the same old way.

out the use or knov ledge of one T

but the ragged ka-chung

an artist, when he practices daily just as many hours
as physical endurance will allow.

Pianists practice

from six to ten hours, and organists devote four to

I do not remember ever reading a settled cause for

six hours to their instrument (we are considering only

the habit, but in watching the left hand I notice

those who are on the road to an artistic career); but

“It

there is very little motion or elevation of the wrist,

who could endure eight hours’ piano-practice and five

appeurs to me, my little girl connects her bass notes

the hand being simply stretched out to grasp an oc¬

hours at the organ, six days a week for forty weeks

very much when she plays in Sabbath-school, while

tave, while the right hand is preparing to strike a

Look at the other interpretation of the word good.

the other girls play every note so distinctly.”

chord and seems much longer in making ready for

A man may play the piano fairly well, and likewise

Is it any wonder we hear so many “piano-organ¬
ists"?

A parent said to me a few weeks ago:

“I am very glad, sir,” I said, “that your musical

the stroke, often making one or two motions before

the organ fairly well.

ability is such as to have led you to notice the differ¬

the sound appears.

hours, and the organ three hours, each day.

ence;

octave work, left-hand studies, and other work to

about all the average man can endure.

understand the cause of your daughter’s connecting

equalize the

her tones.

I am giving your little daughter lessons

become an artist at both instruments?

with, of course, the help from the teacher, who should

on the organ, and I trust she may some day become a

be continually reminding the pupil of the disagree¬

good organist.

able fault and its unpleasantness to the listener.

but an explanation is needed before you can

I am giving the other girls you spoke

of lessons on the piano, and although I am pleased to
have them assist when the regular organist is absent,
yet I can imagine how they must chop the notes up.”
If one would play both instruments, then he must
u. - and study both;

and nothing is so helpful to an

organist os the frequent use • f the piano.
of many styles and prices.

One person buys an organ

for its great number of stops or sets of reeds, and

hands,

this will

gradually

disappear,

chased

for seventy dollars:

“Why!” she says, “it

reaches nearly to the ceiling” (very valuable for the
headboard of a bedroom suit, I should think).

Some

folks, even very young folks, will ruin the bellows of
a fine organ in a short time unless trained to use the
pedals properly.

The faster they make their fingers

go, the faster the feet go—instead of working the feet
slow ly and perfectly independent of the fingers.

How¬

ever, as the pupil advances and she is obliged to run
scales rapidly the feet are unable to keep up with the
fingers;

and thus each gains its own independence;

but not, however, until many an organ has been somev. bat injured.

This is

When will be

M. Guilmant, who is one of the leading organists
of the world plays the piano?
Yes!

A great pianist?

Yes!

Effectively-

Never!

Organ-training introduces the sliding of the finger

The most objectionable features of the piano play
ing of organists have been attributed to the stillness

for another without lifting the key.

of organ-action, while to-day this has almost nothing

The lack of

this knowledge is noticed in the pianist who sits down
to play the organ.

The style of playing is often mucli

But the organist who is not familiar

to do with it.
When an organist plays on the organ fortissisd),
he uses full organ;

and, if the instrument is large-

with the touch of the piano (and surely he ought to

the volume of tone is immense—five times as niu^' 43

be familiar) makes about as awkward work as the
former.

five pianists could produce with five pianos.

cares little how plain the case is, while Mrs. Bragabout tells what an elegant organ her sister pur¬

He practices the piano four

from one key to another or substituting one finger

too staccato.

Like many other instruments, the reed organs are

After a pupil has used scales,

gaa? ’

-awcui, on tne
I think it is as easy to make an accent

the organ as the piano;

and in much the same w

The mind and the fingers do the work in both ca<
The piano accent is obtained by a heavier stro
while on the organ it is a firm pressure, sustain
the accent note its full value and perhaps slight
the unaccented somewhat.

I think the firm stee

holding of the knee-swell and the solid feeling of
toes on the pedals, together with the same determi
tion of the mind and fingers is what brings about
true accent and steadiness of tone, without that
jeetionable jerk which is caused only bv a sud.
tiTehf«rin3t th@

°r “ heaV>' 3u<M,’n pressure

®

ha sits at the piano and attempts to play fart***1
he endeavors,

from

’

force of habit, to produce

same volume of tone.

It is impossible, and ye

strives for it, producing the harsh tones which
objectionable,

and

are characteristic of the

playing of organists.

This can be overcome to 3 ^

tain extent, but we doubt if years of labor wou
tirely eliminate it.
.
Another point of difference is the legato p
It is claimed that legato-playing on the organ

^

the pianist to acquire a legato touch at the

^

So it does, in one respect.

It schools the min^ ^

watch for the legato all the time, as its absence^ ^
organ is more prominent than at the piano,
yond

this point

pianist

it renders

little assistance

^

congenial atmosphere.
If you are a teacher from necessity, that rudest of
disciplinarians, you probably reached your field of
effort by a short cut, or, as the New England people
say, "across lots.” In that case you are making your
vacation a period of study at a summer school.
Brushing up your repertory or prodding your teacher
with questions covering the points on which you feel
that you are weak or in doubt. That is not alto¬
gether a bad plan. There is nothing more exhausting
than attempts to instruct, when you do not feel per¬
fectly sure of your ground. Between your studies
and your return to work you can get two or three
weeks of absolute rest, which, if wisely spent, will
bring you as much recuperation of body as you will
require. I advise such among you to get high up on
seme breexy hills, or deep down into the rolling surf,
putting away everything hut the free air and water,
and the revivifying sunlight.
If yon are students, then, indeed, you are fortu¬
nate; you may be specially thankful that your
studies fall upon an age which is golden when com¬
pared with the student days of most of those who are
your teachers. You are entirely justified if the work
of the year has been earnestly carried on, in saying,
“I am going to drop everything and get as far away
from music as is posable.”
But, my dear student friends, you have probably
found that getting away from music is more difficult
than you had supposed. It will assail you by sugges¬
tion nearly everywhere you go. If you are blessed,
or cursed, aa the case may seem to you, by the sense
of positive pitch, then, indeed, your auditory func¬
tions will give you no peace. If you are at a summer
hotel in the mountains, the morning will be announced
by a miserable bet! clanging away on F-sharp with
just enough of false overtone to set you to wondering
why small bells were not cast with greater care as
to shape and distribution of metal The dishes at
the breakfast table will collide with utter disregard of

bee that flies across the piazza also hums an F, and
why the meadow-lark in a tree yonder is piping up
on F-sharp an octave and semitone higher than the
tiny insects.
After a little you are wakened by a rough chro¬
matic scale, from F to F, and yon yawn into existence
again, recalling that the last thing you remembered
hearing was a couple of diminutive wing ed F’s, and
now the cow down in the pasture plants a whole
chromatic sequence on F’s, and you wonder if F is
not nature's favorite key. You recall that the initial
notes of the neighing of a horse, and the how ling of a
dog, are often pitched on F, but you dismiss the ques¬
tion after a little, for you find that nature is as fickle
as to pitch or choice of key as many a singer and com¬
poser have shown themselves to be. Your reflections
bring yon to one conclusion, that, go where you will,
pitch exists with clearly-defined tonality.
The sea intones majestically; the thunder often
gives a pronounced 64-foot bass in varying pitches;
the brook gurgles ceaselessly, and as it darts from
one of its tiny self-made caverns to another, a perfect
and continuous melody may be discerned; the music
of the brook is no creation of fancy, but a liquid fact,
within reach of the enjoyment of anyone who will
take the trouble to follow- its course awhile.
And now we must leave you. Do not undervalue
the gratuities of your holiday. Open your heart to
nature. She will teach you everything but phrasing,
diction, and rhythm; and, in her broad expanse, those
three, well and clearly-defined artistic requirements
will receive an impetus and inspiration which cannot
be roused by any artificial environment whatsoever.
*

* *

ivi

THE TRUE
REWARD.

in the front rank too mar
of our young Americs
music students forget tl
debt that success must pay to time. T.ook at tl
young military and naval cadets. 'They work stead!

The vocal tone is equally inane to the cultured listener
unless a world of thought and experience have made
it possible for its possessor to bring to it and to reveal
through it, not only the meaning of life in its widely
differing moods, but the strangely marvelous powers
of the art itself. The voice gives out in great abun¬
dance, but the part it gives not out, but remains the
secret treasure of its possessor, is even more abundan..
and fills the life and experience of the artist beyon
all attempts to describe. Is this rich reward gain
by only beckoning to it? The men and women * 1
have suffered to deserve it will tell you no , they
have no words to waste in idle jest, hut speak to * *
appreciative few, almost in a whisper, always.*1
sigh, of their struggles and consciousness of j,ls^ rt
ward.
Do my readers weary of my repeated efforts to w

press upon them the seriousness, the dignity, o ^
calling? Only great earnestness and much stu y ^
lead to that real satisfaction which is the mosd
^

treasured prize awaiting them. A full mea'u!^>[n
popularity, applause, and money is not to pared with it. Think not, however, that it i* a P ^

earned in youth or a gift from the goddess 0 * ^
It goes hand in hand with maturity, and is t ie
inspiration to teachers.
*

*

*

During the past few
IS THE ART OF
SINGING
IMPROVING?

I have observed F*at ^
rcss in the vocal
ten years ago mv atW"
w-s called to a yow?

who had an unusual dramatic soprano vf*'^
sical temperament, and brains: in fact> a
ties which make a singer. With much sac n

accumulated money sufficient to study ia ajtsel
school in the West. This school had gain
^
a reputation as a musical center for sending <
^
piano, violin, ’cello, and a few voice PUP s
came prominent in the musical world-

become more fully matured, vocally as well as phys¬
ically, so that there was no undue strain: conse¬
quently they retained the beauty of their voices unim¬
paired for many years.
It is a subject often commented upon, that many
singers of to-day though still young and vigorous in
body have prematurely old and worn voices. The
singing teachers of the past, who were not so greedy
for money, nor so anxious to reap a rich reward in a
few years as now, loved their art and served it well.
They understood the development, the maturing, of
the voice to be a slow process, and the only safe one:
they used to say, “as wine ripens slowly, so with the
singing voice.” All who understand will appreciate
this fact
To-day the effort is toward a quick ripening; the
natural result—early decay.
In conversation not
long since with an eminent pianist and two favorably
known violinists, 'hey agreed that, were they to pro¬
duce work one-half so bad as most of the singing
heard in publie, they would be promptly hissed.
Undoubtedly this would be the case.—Gmnan Times.
• • •
To those who have read
VEGETARIANISM
with interest the advocates
FOR SINGERS.
of a meat diet for singers
the
following
clippings,
which present the other side of the question, will be
of interest:
Madam Lili Lehmann, whose singing at Covent
Garden was quite one of the features of this opera
season, was a few years ago prostrated by a severe
illness, in consequence of which she was obliged to
leave the stage for some time. She even despaired of
regaining her health and of being able to resume her
career. At that critical moment two of her friends ad¬
vised her to become a vegetarian. She followed their
advice, with most beneficial results. One advantage
she derives from it is that on the days when she sings

rice- soup, then I eat a plate of vegetables. At four
o’clock I have a cup of milk, and at seven o’clock eat
some green salad, a couple of eggs or cheese. Perhaps
twice a year I eat fish; but I don't care for it much,
and only take it when I can find nothing else.
“With one plate of rice, taken in the afternoon, I
am strong enough to sing ‘Isolde’ and to stand the
strain of all the great roles whieh last until midnight.
“I never touch alcoholie drinks, never am thirsty,
and I have a fine, buoyant feeling when I am out walking. Every morning I go through calisthenics, take a
swim when I can, otherwise cold baths, work a great
deal in the garden and in-doors. I no longer know
what fatigue is since I’ve become a vegetarian, and
can stand a great deal more, both mentally and bodily.
Therefore I can highly recommend this mode of life.”
—Musical Standard.
01

Ix an article on the hygiene of the voice, Dr. Magel
Rossiter says: “Observation, analogy, and science all
conclusively show that meat is not good diet for sing¬
ers. The best diet is fruits, grains, and nuts. Nations
that eat largely of meat and fish are not musical.
The great masters of musical art in Germany appeared
during the last century, when meat was considered a
very great luxury because of its scarcity, and the
poorer classes, from whom most of the’ musicians
came, rarely ever saw it. Italy, where the people sub¬
sist upon nuts, cereals, macaroni, and fruits, is a mu¬
sical nation, and her masters and composers stand in
the forefront.”
e

*

»

In the September issue
the questions that have ac¬
cumulated during the sum¬
mer will be taken up to be
answered or discussed . Editor Vocai, DepartRENT.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

that. It is noble because it helps us to live a bette
life; it is noble because it shows us so much of th
beautiful and the sublime in human nature; and
again, it is noble because it heals so much of the ao
row- and suffering of every-day existence, and inspire
us to fresh effort and higher accomplishment. An
in selecting one’s life-work, surely these are matter

of high consideration?
Incompetence in music, like incompetence in an
other profession, is bound, sooner or later, to lead t
disaster. Before finally deciding on the musical pr
fession, be quite sure you are sufficiently talented
be successful. Test yourself in every direction!
a’

yourself confident of yourself, and then you are boun
to succeed. There is nothing, perhaps, more fata
one’s happiness than to overestimate ones abilities
and it is one of the easiest things in the world toe
But when you are once convinced that you are an

ciently capable and efficient to enter the musi
fession, and when you are quite sure that in
you can do better work than in any other depart®
of life, do not hesitate for one moment, for *

hesitates is lost.
«nark
During the past and present generations, a re

able change has taken place in the social * 0 ^
those belonging to the musical profession.
when an ordinary teacher was looked upon wi ^
tempt, but in those days the musical proles*0 ^
more often than not quite uneducated in eTCj
partment of knowledge except that of music, a ^
haps in some degree he merited this contemp^
we have changed all that, and now an avera^ ^

cian is as well educated and cultured as me
other professions. And, to a person of culture^
all this has to be taken into account when e ^ ^
to select the profession he wishes to followthis head there is nothing to be feared.
^jg
musicians of average ability stand on an eqm ^
^
with the clergy, lawyers, and physicians, an
treated with the respect they deserve.

ing subscriptions to The Etude. It will commend
itself to all as a good magazine for the home circle.
Write us for information concerning the best way of
forming clubs.
*

•

•

The Etude for September will have much to in¬
terest those who are on the lookout for aid in teach¬
ing, as well as those who look for articles of more
general interest. The new season for work is near at
hand, and the teacher who is ambitious for success
must know what others are doing, what new methods
are coming to the front. The world of music, like the
world of science, does not stand still. Read The
Etude and keep in the van of progress.
*

*

*

One of the most valuable accomplishments for the
piano-student is that he shall read well at sight. Like
any other subject, there is a right and many wrong
ways of teaching it. After many years of careful ex¬
periment under most favorable circumstances, Mr.
Charles W. Landon found out the inner workings of
the student-mind in note-reading. He gives the re¬
sults in the two volumes of his “Sight-Reading
Albums.” The “Introduction” to the work gives the
fullest and clearest possible explanation of the sub¬
ject, and the selections of music are not only some of
the choicest of music, but are first of all chosen to
facilitate sight-reading, furnishing just that placing
of notes that falls in line with the development of
sight-reading. The sale f the works is unexpectedly
large, and we are receiving the highest commendations
of the work from those using it. Volume I is in grades
1 and 2, and the second book is in grades 2 to 4. The
music is carefully edited, fingered, and phrased. Price,
$1.00 per volume.
• • »

There is a growing appreciation of tire economy of
beginners' taking daily lessons. Teachers who use the
“Foundation Materials'* ■>. rite us that with daily halfhour lessons these pupils keep up the liveliest interest.

Our edition of “Kohler’s Practical Method,” which
has appeared on the market during the last month,
has met with unusual favor with those who have had
an opportunity of examining it. Our edition is some¬
what altered from the original. It contains a few
pages of notation, with the addition of all the scales
at the back of the book, the marks for teachers and
pupils throughout the book, and a considerable num¬
ber of the selections have been changed. These changes
have been made particularly to suit the American
pupil. The book has been modernized completely. It
has met with greatest favor, and we call especial at¬
tention of the teachers, who will use this method in
the fall, to this edition.
In ordering from your dealer, or from us, please men¬
tion the “Presser Edition.”
The retail and wholesale price remains the same as
the other editions, although the work is somewhat
enlarged.

XJ*
UP complaints of orders that were nc
properly filled, we found, in nine cases out of tei
that it was due to the order’s being improperly givei
The utmost carefulness should be taken, when orde
mg, to mention the composer’s name, and, if possibl
the opus and number; if a vocal composition, the ke
or vo.ee should be given. We take it for granted the
a h.gh vo.ee is desired, if not otherwise mention*
If you desire any particular edition, that should t
mentioned.
Every teacher should have a blank book in whic
are placed all the selections that are used, and i
ordering it is always best to refer to this book, s
that no mistake is made. In ordering our compos
turns, It is only necessary to give the number, but i
ordering other publishers’ music, it is best to give tt
name and the number.
»

*

*

During the summer months we have been busy re
arranging our stock, and among other things that w

*

*

*

It is to be understood that where orders are not
completely filled and not promptly received it is be¬
cause the pieces are out of print, or out of stock at
the time, and that in the meantime we are trying to
procure the music desired, and it will be sent to the
person ordering, just as soon as it has been received.
...

This is the time of year to prepare for the new
season. The music for the fall work can be selected
and examined and classified better during the month
of August than during the rush of the teaching season.
We propose this year to add to our selections a large
lot of the very best publications of other publishedThis will give variety, and those who have been u?inr
our selections from year to year will find a great many

new things in the package.
In ordering a selection, mention must be made

as

to how many pupils are to be provided for, w
vocal or instrumental, how man beginners, how man?
advanced, whether popular or classical music is ^
sired, whether organ or piano music, and any •> ^
information that will aid our clerks in making
proper selection.
These packages can be retained during the teae
season, and returned during the summer won
If you do not have our catalogues, they can
on application.
*

*

*

We have had in the course of

preparation

a

^

pianoforte instruction book. The greatest caI*
been taken in the grading and in the sel ec tio ns
new work. It has not teen the work of one pc ^
but of a number of specialists. The materia^ ^
taken two or three years to gather, and
ferent specialists have worked on the boo
the summer months. It is now in the printer
and will be issued in the early fall, in ^me '’
fall teaching. The work will be called Firs
in Pianoforte Study.”

^ ^

>

stand the printed music only as interpreted by the
fingers. I have had pupils who practiced for months
upon a piece without really knowing a phrase of it,
while yet their fingers would not play a false note.
The practice had consisted merely of a mechanical
playing of the notes, while no impression whatever
had been made upon the brain; the eyes had simply
been used to ascertain the correct keys. As an anti¬
dote to this fault, during the first term of a child’s
music life, a part of the time should be devoted to
mind-discipline.
Each week require the child to
memorize something that is not familiar to the ear.
Show him how to study the notes away from the
piano, exactly as he would learn a poem. As his
mind strengthens increase the lesson. This will de¬
velop musical conception, while proving also a great
aid in sight-reading.
Many times we are apt to think if a pupil has talent
he will, of necessity, become a successful player or
teacher. In my own experience I have found in nine
cases out of ten that it is not the talented pupil who
makes the most rapid advancement, but rather the
one with less musical ability, who has the fixed de¬
termination to succeed.
A good plan to encourage pupils and to give them
confidence is an arrangement by which the more ad¬
vanced students take charge of the monthly musicales, making out and arranging the program, etc.,
the teacher giving at the outset some explanation as
to certain constituents of a good program, and then
allowing the pupils to act as their best judgment
prompts.—Carrie A. Barber.

SUGGESTIONS FOR SUSTAINING THE PUPIL’S
INTEREST.

When music begins to have a meaning to our little
ones there will not be so much protest when “prac¬
ticing time” or the lesson hour comes; yet who can
blame them if such time is to be filled with that which

jhe AUTOMOBILE TWO-STEP ,S

The method is superior in many practical points to
those in general ose.
It is carefully graded, no difficulties appearing nntil
they are prepared for by the preceding pieces. Every
new thing is fully, clearly, and concisely explained and
illustrated. Not only how to do a thing is shown, bat
the whys and wherefores are given. Every piece is es¬
pecially arranged for the Reed Organ ; they are not
Piano music, nor are they Pipe Organ pieces. Further¬
more, the pieces are arranged to bring oat the best ef¬
fects that the Reed Organ is capable of so finely giving.
In short, the book treats the Reed Organ as a Reed
Organ, the music all being arranged on that basis.
Many new and charming effects are shown. Every piece
is fully annotated, fingered intelligently, effectively
phrased, and the expression indicated. The theory of
phrasing and expression is thus taught. The “ Reed
Organ Touch ” is taught, a hitherto neglected feature in
the study of this favorite instrument Touch, as here
tanght, makes the player far superior to the ordinary
performer on this instrument

By G. N. BENSON

Written In the popular two-step style ; bright, spirited, and fu
rhythmical swing. A good teaching piece. For sale at any M
Store, or sent, postpaid, on receipt of 25 cents a copy or six co
for One Dollar.
Published by

G. N. BENSON, 1333 15th Street, MOLINE, IL

METRONOMES
(GUARANTEED)

$2.50 WITHOUT BELL
$3S0 WITH BELL

These are better than the ordinary metronomes
being sold for more. Key attached.
We guarantee both for one year from a
defect in manufacture.
Quantity discount allowed.
Transportation 30 cents extra.
a run
When you want a good Metronome, an
risk as to its being perfect, send to

The left hand is especially developed. Every feature
of technic is unfolded by beautiful pieces, thus doing
away with a long series of dry and taste-destroying ex¬
ercises.

THEO. PRESSER

THEO. PRESSES, Publisher,

STATION A.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

ONE

HUNDRED YEARS

OF

MUSIC

PHILADELPHIA, ?

IN

AMERlcA

W. S. B. MATHEWS, Editor
720 pages.

.

Large Octavo.

275 Illustrations.

Original price, |6.oo.

Bound in Cloth, Gilt.

rtrict

See special offer.

native
of American musical effort and American musical ProP!f^
fifty y»jJ2
American mukic trade.
« inculcating strides made in the past century, or rather the P
jabsusu*®
illustrated with photoSaph, Ld
\nhclades 720 W* »r carefully edited biographical information, is almost
Starting with the iwalnuwiw 5
grat musicians that America has brought to light.
. , fnrvrani up
present day* Tnd trfvL m
f"'7» far back as 1620, the work runs easily and progressively fo^
ing facts and Momphicai buTfrcm? all on* ,hole century of information. No pains seem to have
contai“«>
this work can seSv bTat all
\ad ,from eIe.U available source. The fund of educational value which *^ ^ abrv
of everv intelligent musician Ftirth^r'rU; ***1',f°r il 19
one °r the necessary liooks of reference that nlu9f, nt*n such w**
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SPECIAL
Offer.—While
this edition lasts we will sell copies, postpaid, for $1.90.
r
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Address

THEODORE PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

woods. A pleasing melody well written that contains
much teaching material.

3082. Schmole, G.
Op. 4. Barcarole.
Grade III.

30

A quiet melody with swaying rhythm in the right
hand that brings to mind the waves* rolling. The left
hand is almost entirely given to arpeggio work.

3083. Rachmaninoff, S.
Op. 3, No. 2.
Prelude. Grade VIII.

SEE WHAT WE OFFER
35

Oos of the best compositions of the Russian school.
A piece that requires good octaves and firm chord
grasps makes a very effective recital number. Par¬
ticular attention is placed upon the pedal.

3084. Espen, Th. Op. 27. In Quiet Night.
Grade II-..

T

20

60

A very brilliant salon piece that abounds in broken
arpeggios, wrist exercise*, and grace-note*.

3086. Espen, Th. Op. 14. Youthful Joy.
Grade II_.
A bright, cheerful composition in rondo form.
Excellent practice for light finger work.

3095-3102. Swift, Newton E. Scenes from
Child Life for the Pianoforte.
Grade I.
3095. Op. 7, No. 1. Johnnie and
His Drum.-.
3096. Op. 7. No. 2. Trot, Trot to
Boston-.
3097. Op. 7, No. 3. Katydid.
3098. Op. 7, No. 4 Ride a Cock
Horse.
3099. Op. 7, No. 5. Why, HowDo You Do, Sir?.
3100. Op. 7, No. 6. The Scissors
Grinder.
3101. Op. 7, No. 7. The TallyHo -.
3102. Op. 7. No. 8. Sleep, My
Dolly-.
A pleasing little set, with poems by Robert Louts
Sterensn* and others. They ploaae the young begin¬
ner with their tune and jingle and the picture with
which each is decorated.

HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.
of University of Pennsylvania.

A prefy composition that presents technical mate¬
rial in a melodious form.

3085. Cooper, W. Op. 57.
Birdie 1 My
Messenger. Grade III.

E. T. Pauli. Simply try it.
United Nations March and Two-Step, ..
Brand new. Just out. By W. A. Corey. Try it.
“ Midnight Fire Alarm Galop,*’.• * •
By II. G. Lincolu. Arranged by E. T. PaulL W ith fire
bells, etc. Descriptive.

The Standard Text-Book of
Musical Theory.

HE object which has always been
kept in view is how to enable the
pupil to grasp, in the easiest, most
comprehensible way, the mass of facts,
rules, etc., which make up the art oj
harmony. We most earnestly invitt
all teachers and students to investigate
this work.

20 For CLASS or SELF-INSTRUCTION
Price, $1.25.

We believe the above pieces to be the l>est published in
and in order to introduce them more fully anu give the re*aer»«*
Etude an opportunity to obtain them at special low rates, we ag
furnish any one copy selected for 25c., or any four copies for ox..
auy six copies for Si.00. This is less than wholesale
tii
an order l*e sure to mention this “ ad ” in Thk Etude, °“ierT‘
rate will be 25c. a copy throughout. Our editions aret he banu*j" issued by any publisher; amounts for less than $1.00 can nese
postage stamps.

SPECIALLY

15
15
15
15
15

Blank Music-Copying Books.
Our Own Make.

6-Stxve
8-Stave

SO 50
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mexican Echoes (Serenade), Grade 3, . • • • •
Queen of the Night (York Caprice), Grades, Southern Zephyrs (Gavotte), Grade 4, . • • •
Morning Vespers (Idyl), Grade4,. . • •
• *
Pearl of the Antilles (Cuban Dance), Grade 0,
The Cossack (Pollaka), Grade ..

50
50

READ THE SPECIAL OFFER WE HAgg
for 20c., or any four copies for 60c., or all six copies

15 cts

20

»

25

«

Books are 9'
>54 x 6 inches.
Books are 9>54 x 8 inches.

Lnxau. Discount to thi Psor«s«os.

15

1
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To any reader of The Etude, we agree to furnish any

In Three Styles Only.

6 Staves, 24 Pages,
8
“
24
“
8
•*
36
•«

_READ THIS!

We have a set of six teaching pieces which are
tion the best pieces ever placed on the market. Each piece
duly graded, fingered, and special foot-notes made as to
rendition of same. Do n’t fail to order a set of these
are just what you want in your teaching. Nothing better
Be sure to try them. They arc as follows:

No. 6.
15

IMPORTANT.

s^sSTSSj^ssiSSs
»»- Essays irfflsa its#?* -»*• “
THEODORE PgESSER, 1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphi

or

These special prices can ouly be obtained by ordering irect ^
and areonly offered to introduce this set of teaching P|ece*'
ing an order be sure to mention this “ad,” otherwise
price of 25c. a copy will be charged.

The edition is siro*J *

Amounts for less than 31.00 can be sent in postage sumr--^ *0;
out a sample order and write for catalogue and thematic P
free, postpaid.

Address all orders and

^ ^

communicatio

Publishers.

E.T. PAULL MUSIC COdA Wflct OQth
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